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a b s t r a c t

In practice, in many call centers customers often perform redials (i.e., reattempt after an abandonment)

and reconnects (i.e., reattempt after an answered call). In the literature, call center models usually do not

cover these features, while real data analysis and simulation results show ignoring them inevitably leads to

inaccurate estimation of the total inbound volume. Therefore, in this paper we propose a performance model

that includes both features. In our model, the total volume consists of three types of calls: (1) fresh calls (i.e.,

initial call attempts), (2) redials, and (3) reconnects. In practice, the total volume is used to make forecasts,

while according to the simulation results, this could lead to high forecast errors, and subsequently wrong

staffing decisions. However, most of the call center data sets do not have customer-identity information,

which makes it difficult to identify how many calls are fresh and what fractions of the calls are redials and

reconnects.

Motivated by this, we propose a model to estimate the number of fresh calls, and the redial and reconnect

probabilities, using real call center data that has no customer-identity information. We show that these three

variables cannot be estimated simultaneously. However, it is empirically shown that if one variable is given,

the other two variables can be estimated accurately with relatively small bias. We show that our estimations

of redial and reconnect probabilities and the number of fresh calls are close to the real ones, both via real data

analysis and simulation.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. and Association of European Operational Research Societies (EURO) within the

International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In an inbound call center, a manager typically uses historical call

data sets to forecast the future call volumes. Based on the call vol-

ume forecast, one can make staffing decisions. An inaccurate fore-

cast inevitably leads to inaccurate staffing decisions (see Steckley,

Henderson, & Mehrotra, 2010). There is extensive literature on dif-

ferent forecasting methods applied to call centers. Andrews and

Cunningham (1995) used the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Av-

erage (ARIMA) method to forecast the inbound call volume of the

L. L. Bean’s call center. Taylor (2012) adjusted the traditional Holt-

Winters exponential smoothing method to the Poisson count model

with gamma-distributed arrival rate, and took both intraweek and in-

traday patterns into account in his model. Taylor (2008) compared the

accuracy of a few forecasting models for a British retail bank call cen-
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +31684120642.
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er. He concluded that for forecasting horizons up to two or three days

head, seasonal ARIMA and Holt-Winters model are more accurate,

hile for longer lead times, simple historical average is more accu-

ate. Shen and Huang (2008) used the Singular Value Decomposition

SVD) method to reduce the dimension of square-root-transformed

all center data. Then they applied time series and regression analy-

is techniques to make distributional forecasts. Besides the forecasts,

hey also developed a method to dynamically update the forecasts

hen early realizations of the day are given. The doubly stochas-

ic model built by Jongbloed and Koole (2001) addresses the issue of

igh variability in call arrival volume. This model was then further de-

eloped in Avramidis, Deslauriers, and L’Ecuyer (2004), where three

ariants of doubly stochastic model were analyzed and compared.

brahim and L’Ecuyer (2013) added the correlation between different

all types into a model with additive seasonality, interday correlation

nd intraday correlation. A multiplicative way to model the intraweek

nd intraday pattern was used by Gans, Shen, Zhou, Korolev, McCord,

nd Ristock (2009).

Call center forecasting models aim to achieve the minimum error

n the forecasts, where total inbound volumes are used. In this pa-

er, we show that the true inbound volume (we refer to it as the fresh
(EURO) within the International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS).
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Fig. 1. Queueing diagram of a call center.
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olume from now on) is more appropriate to be used when one makes

orecasts, since it is independent of the service levels, the number of

gents and other factors in the call center. In contrast, the total in-

ound volumes are influenced by the service levels and staffing de-

isions of the call centers, due to the redial and reconnect customer

ehaviors. We define a redial as a reattempt of the abandoned calls,

nd reconnect as re-attempt of answered calls. Data analysis of a

eal call center reveals that a significant fraction of the inbound call

olume involves redials and reconnects. The reason for customers

o redial is clear, since abandoned customers did not get their ques-

ions answered in their initial attempts. There are several reasons for

ustomers to reconnect. For example, a customer may check what is

he status of his previous request. Also, solutions offered by agents

ay not be effective for customers, hence, they may reconnect. Koole

2013) gives more insights on redials and reconnects.

To identify the fresh volume, one would need customer-identity

nformation in the data set, such that redials and reconnects can be

ltered out. However, in most of the call center data sets, customer-

dentity information is either not recorded or not accessible, i.e., we do

ot know who is the caller of each call. In other words, we do not know

hether a call is a fresh call, a redial, or a reconnect. Furthermore, the

resh volume is not stable due to the existence of seasonality and

rend. On the other hand, the redial and reconnect probabilities are

ore stable over time, since they represent the customer behaviors.

n this paper, we will show how to estimate the number of fresh calls

ith the assistance of the redial and reconnect probabilities.

Besides the fact that estimating redial and reconnect probabilities

s crucial in estimating the fresh volume, estimating both probabil-

ties themselves is also interesting. Much scientific effort has been

pent on analyzing the performance of queueing systems with retrial

ehaviors (see Artalejo and Pozo, 2002; Falin, 1995 and the refer-

nces therein). Some retrial models are developed for call centers,

.g., Stolletz (2008), Mandelbaum, Massey, Reiman, Stolyar, and Rider

2002), Aguir, Karaesmen, Akşin, and Chauvet (2004), Aguir, Akşin,

araesmen, and Dallery (2008). The reconnect behavior (also referred

s feedback or re-entrant in some papers) in service industry has been

tudied by Yom-Tov and Mandelbaum (2014). They consider a queue-

ng model to represent hospitals where patients might return to ser-

ice several times, and they apply fluid and diffusion approximations

o develop some staffing principles to support healthcare staffing. In

om-Tov and Mandelbaum (2014), customer abandonment is not in-

luded in their model. In all the existing works mentioned above, it is

ssumed that the retrial/reconnect probability is known, whereas it

an be difficult to calculate in practice.

Hoffman and Harris (1986) are the first ones who address the is-

ue that the total volume does not represent the true demand in call

enters. Aiming to have a more accurate forecast for the call volume,

hey estimate the redial probability for the U.S. tax-payer service tele-

hone center. However, Hoffman and Harris (1986) only consider the

edial behavior, and they neglect the reconnect behavior. Also, the

resh call arrival rate is assumed to be a constant among certain hours

f the day in their model, whereas in most call centers the arrival

ate is far from constant over the day, exhibiting certain intraday pat-

ern, see (Gans et al., 2009; Ibrahim & L’Ecuyer, 2013; Shen & Huang,

008). In this paper, we propose a queueing model that has two extra

rbits than the Erlang C model, where abandoned customers redial

ia one orbit, and answered customers reconnect via the other orbit.

e show that these two extra orbits cannot be ignored, otherwise

t will lead to inaccurate estimation of the total arrival volume, and

hus in accurate staffing decisions. Having developed and validated

he queueing model, we then estimate the fresh volume, the redial

nd reconnect probabilities. This estimation problem is formulated as

n optimization problem, where the minimum objective value is at-

ained when the actual redial and reconnect probabilities are chosen.

e show that these three variables cannot be accurately estimated

imultaneously. Nevertheless, if one variable is given, it is verified
umerically that the other two variables can be estimated accurately

ith small relative bias. To allow intraweek seasonality, we adjust

ur model to a linear programming problem, which is easy to solve.

e show both via simulated data and real call center data that our

stimations are close to the real values. A shorter version of this paper

as appeared in Ding, Koole, and van der Mei (2013).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

e describe the queueing model. We also show simulation examples

f such a model to understand the influence of redials and recon-

ects on the total volume, as well as the necessity of distinguishing

he fresh calls, redials and reconnects. In Section 3, we present our

stimation models both for constant arrival rate and arrival rate with

ntraweek seasonal patterns. These estimation models are also vali-

ated via simulation as well as real call center data sets.

. Model description

Consider the queueing model illustrated in Fig. 1. We assume that

alls arrive according to a Poisson process. We refer to these calls as

resh calls. There are s agents who handle inbound calls. An arriving

all will be handled by an available agent, if there is any. Otherwise,

t will wait in a queue with infinite buffer size. The calls are handled

n the order of arrival. After a generally distributed amount of time

, a waiting customer who did not get connected to an agent will

ose his patience and abandon. We assume EH = θ < ∞. With prob-

bility p, an abandoned customer will enter the redial orbit, and he

ill redial after some generally distributed amount of time �RD, with

�RD = δRD < ∞. We refer to these calls as redials. With probability

− p, this customer will not call back, and this call is considered as

‘lost’ call. We assume that the service time B of a customer has a

eneral distribution with mean EB = 1/μ < ∞. After the call has been

nished, this customer will enter the reconnect orbit with probability

, and he will reconnect after some generally distributed time �RC,

ith E�RC = δRC < ∞. We refer to these calls as reconnects. We as-

ume that p and q do not depend on customers’ experiences in the

ystem. These experiences include holding time, waiting time and

he number of times that customers have already called. We use this

ueueing model to represent the situation of a single-skill call center.

According to the model description, the total volume is influenced

y the service level in the call center, since a bad service level leads

o more abandonments, which in turn leads to a larger number of

edials. In this way, the total call volumes depend on the staffing deci-

ions. To illustrate this, consider the following example, illustrated by

ig. 1. The fresh arrival rate is set to be 10 calls per minute every day,
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Fig. 2. Call volumes from a simulation example.
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and the mean service duration is set to be 4 minutes. Since the sum of

independent Poisson random variables is again Poisson distributed,

Fi (i.e., the fresh volume in day i) is then Poisson distributed with rate

10 · 60 · 24 = 14400. We take B, H, �RD and �RC to be exponentially

distributed. The total call volume and fresh call volume of each day

are plotted in Fig. 2 for a 100-day time interval. In this example, we

set p = 0.5 and q = 0.2. The number of agents varies per day, and is

drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 43, which is slightly

above the fresh arrival load per time unit, i.e., fresh arrival rate times

the mean service duration. To conduct this simulation, one does not

need to assume the number of agent being Poisson distributed; we

make this assumption merely to model the fact that the staffing level

changes each day in call centers, which is caused by several reasons,

such as call centers having different shifts for different weekdays and

agents’ absenteeism. In the simulation, we generate a call center data

set of 100 days.

Interestingly, Fig. 2 shows that not only the total volumes are

much higher than the fresh volumes (as they should), but also that

they exhibit much higher variability. If a manager were able to see

the fresh volume, it would be easy to predict future call volumes,

since they are just Poisson realizations with constant rate. However,

since the manager cannot identify who the caller is in the data set,

he will only see the total volume in the data set. Fig. 2 shows that

the total volume depends on the staffing decisions and thus is highly

volatile, which is due to the fact that both the number of redials and

reconnects are influenced by the staffing decisions. In contrast, the

fresh volume has less variability and is independent of the staffing

decisions, which should be used to make forecasts.

In practice, managers usually use the total arrival counts to make

forecasts and staffing decisions. Merely having less volatility may not

be sufficient to convince them to use the fresh volumes. Naturally,

following questions may arise: ‘Why is it important to distinguish

between the fresh calls, redials and reconnects?’, ‘Is knowing the

total volume not enough?’, ‘Are there more reasons to use the fresh

volume besides being less volatile?’
To address these questions, we simulate two call centers, called

C1 and CC2, whose parameters are shown in Table 1. CC1 is repre-

ents the case without redials and reconnect, while CC2 is its counter-

art with redials and reconnects, constructed such that the total call

olumes are the same. Both call centers have the same service level

equirement, with SL � 80 percent and r � 10 percent, where SL is

he proportion of answered customers that waited less than 20 sec-

nds, and r is the abandonment percentage. In CC1, we let p = q = 0,

nd it receives 5669 fresh calls in a day. With s = 40, it achieves

L = 80.1 percent and r = 9.6 percent. In CC2, we let p = 0.5 and

= 0.2, and the fresh arrival rate per day to be 3700. With s = 20,

t receives also 5669 total calls and achieves SL = 21.9 percent and

= 4.9 percent, which is far from achieving the service level require-

ent. Other parameters such as μ and θ are identical in both call

enters. Assume that the manager in CC2 wants to add as little agents

s possible such that CC2 reaches its service level requirement, which

s very close to SL and r in CC1 in this case. Without making a dis-

inction between the fresh calls, redials and reconnects, the manager

ses the total volume to make forecasts. We assume that he simply

ses the previous observation as the forecasts for the next day, which

s also 5669. Consequently, to achieve the same SL and r as in CC1, the

anager in CC2 derives that s = 40, since all parameters besides p and

are the same for CC1 and CC2. In the third row of Table 1, one can see

hat the SL is far beyond the 80 percent and r is far less than 10 percent

n CC2 by letting s = 40. This means that staffing 40 agents for CC2

auses overstaffing and hence generates unnecessary staffing costs.

oreover, one can see that the realization for the next day is 4628,

hich is far from the original forecasts. The large forecasting error in

his example is caused by not distinguishing the fresh volume from

he total volume rather than using the wrong forecasting method. We

ould easily construct other examples to show that for other forecast-

ng methods, such as ARIMA or exponential smoothing, large forecast-

ng error may still exist. This means that not differentiating the fresh

olume from the total volume can lead to large error in forecasts as

ell as in staffing decisions. In summary, this example emphasizes
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Table 1

Two simulation results, μ = 1/10, θ = 1/2, δRD = 20, δRC = 50.

p q F s Total arrival F SL r

CC1 0 0 4 40 5669 5669 80.1 percent 9.6 percent

CC2 0.5 0.2 2.6 20 5669 3705 21.9 percent 49.0 percent

CC2 0.5 0.2 2.6 40 4628 3689 94.8 percent 0.7 percent
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center data set.
he necessities of knowing the fresh volumes, as well as using it in

aking operational decisions in call centers. When we say that the

resh volume represents the true demand, it is actually a subjective

laim. People could also choose to claim that the total volume repre-

ents the true demand. However, this would make the demand being

ore complicated rather than being a simple number. For example, if

ne uses the total volume to represent the demand, and assume that

he demand is mentioned to be 100, then the number 100 is ambigu-

us, i.e., is the total volume being 100 obtained by staffing 20 agents

r 40 agents; is the SL low or high when we receive 100 calls; when

e have different service times, would the demand still be 100? These

omplications or questions will not arise if we use the fresh volume

o represent the demand.

. Estimation model

Many call center data sets are similar to the simulated data set we

enerated in the previous section: customer identity information is

ot available. Thus, in such call center data sets for N days, we would

nly know Ai and Ci~(i = 1, . . . , N), which stands for the number of

bandoned calls in day i and the number of connected calls in day i,

espectively. We denote Ti as the total number of calls in day i, and

i: = Ai/Ti, which is the abandonment percentage of day i.

To estimate Fi, p and q, we start with the simple case where Fi ∼
ois

(
F∗) , i.e., each day has the same arrival rate of fresh calls, but

e do not know how big F∗ is. Note that, by this assumption, we

gnore the intraweek arrival pattern in the call center data set. We

ill extend our model to address this pattern in Section 3.2. For the

est of this paper, we refer to p̂ and q̂ as estimated values of p and q

y using our model, respectively, and p∗ and q∗ as the true values of

and q, respectively.

.1. Basic setup

By definition, we know that an inbound call can either be a fresh

all, a redial or a reconnect. Hence, the following equation holds

i = Fi + RCi + RDi, (1)

here RDi and RCi are the number of redials and reconnects in day i,

espectively. RDi � B(Ai, p∗), RCi � B(Ci, q∗), where B(k, p) stands for

he binomial distribution with parameters k and p. If we let Fi = F∗ +
i, RDi := Aip

∗ + ei, and RCi := Ciq
∗ + ηi, then Eq. (1) can be rewritten

s

i = F∗ + Aip
∗ + Ciq

∗ + εi + ei + ηi. (2)

lso, since a call is either answered or abandoned, we know that Ti =
i + Ci. Insert this equation into Eq. (2), we obtain

1 − p∗)Ai + (1 − q∗)Ci − F∗ = εi + ei + ηi. (3)

For given data points A1, . . . , AN, and C1, . . . , CN, we consider the

ollowing minimization problem to estimate p, q and F,

p̂, q̂, F̂
) = argmin

0≤p,q<1

N∑

i=1

|(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci − F|, (4)

here the objective function is the sum of absolute deviance (SAD).

ote that in problem (4), we use SAD as the estimation error mea-

urement rather than using other error measurements, such as the
um of squared errors. There are two reasons for this. The first reason

s that for call center models, the forecast that minimizes the abso-

ute errors will also minimize the error in number of agents (see Ding

Koole, 2014). Another reason is that minimizing the SAD is more

obust against outliers, comparing to minimizing the sum squared

rrors. In Section 3.5, we empirically verify this claim using two real

all center data sets.

In fact, the errors measured by SAD are scaled errors, in the sense

hat if we choose large numbers for p̂ and q̂, the error would be

maller. An extreme example that indicates this scaling problem is

etting p̂ = 1 and q̂ = 1, and SAD would always be 0 by choosing
ˆ = 0. Therefore, we introduce the following minimization problem,

hich uses the Weighted Absolute Percentage Error (WAPE) instead

f SAD as the objective function to remove this scaling problem,

p̂, q̂, F̂) = argmin
0≤p,q<1,F

∑N
i=1 |(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci − F|
∑N

i=1

(
(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci

) . (5)

ne can notice that we choose term
∑N

i=1

(
(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci

)
as the

enominator of WAPE rather than the term
∑N

i=1 Fi. This is for com-

utational purposes. Because p and q are always bounded between

and 1, we can calculate the minimum WAPE on a grid of p and q

anging from 0 to 1. In contrast, we have no information on how big

is, which makes it more difficult to find the minimum WAPE if we

et
∑N

i=1 F to be the denominator.

Above, we have shown a regression method for estimating (p∗, q∗,
∗). However, one can notice that we have three degrees of freedom

namely, p, q and F), while only observations for Ais and Cis are being

ade. This means that in a call center data set without customer

dentity information, we cannot estimate (p∗, q∗, F∗) simultaneously,

nd one parameter needs to be given before any regression method

an be applied.

In a call center, there are different ways to estimate the reconnect

robability. For example, the manager can ask agents to do some

olling (e.g. for one whole day), we staff enough agents, so that almost

ll calls are handled, and we ask each agent to record each connected

all’s customer name or identity, then by the end of the day, we

an calculate how many customers have called back. For the redial

robability, this is more difficult to do, since abandoned customer’s

nformation is often not recorded. Using polling to determine the

umber of fresh calls is also difficult. Because the number of fresh

alls is not stable over time, due to presence of trend and seasonality

see Ibrahim & L’Ecuyer, 2013; Shen & Huang, 2008).

Assuming q = q∗, we present an algorithm to numerically compute

p̂, F̂
)
.

lgorithm 1.

Step 0: Let p = 0, WAPE = 1, and let the grid size to be ξ .

Step 1: Calculate Li = (1 − p)Ai + (1 − q∗)Ci, for all i = 1, . . . , N, and

F = median(L1, L2, . . . , LN), a =
∑

i |Li−F|∑
i Li

.

Step 2: If a < WAPE, then let WAPE = a, p̂ = p, F̂ = F.

Step 3: If p � 1, then stop; else, p = p + ξ , go to step 1.

In this estimation model, we only consider redial and reconnect

n the same day of the fresh call. We will motivate this assumption

hen we analyze the redial and reconnect behaviors from a real call
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Table 2

Parameters of the simulation experiments.

Example p q F∗ 1/μ min θ min δRD min δRC min

1 0.5 0.2 10 4 2 5 10

2 0.5 0.2 10 4 2 15 30

3 0.5 0.2 4 10 2 20 50

4 0.7 0.3 4 9 3 15 50

5 0.7 0 4 9 3 10 NA
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3.2. Intraweek seasonality

In model (5), we made the assumption that each day has the same

fresh call arrival rate. Often this is an unrealistic assumption in a real

call center. We will show in Section 3.4 that for two real call center

data sets, both the total volume and the fresh volume show strong

intraweek patterns. Thus, to make our model applicable in call center

data with intraweek seasonality, we make adjustments to estimation

model (5). To this end, we assume that the weekly total fresh calls

distributed to each day of the week in a multiplicative way, i.e.,

EFi = EWFwi
· βdi

,

where wi and di are the week number of day i and the weekday of day

i, respectively, di � {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (since we ignore the weekends), wi =
1, 2, . . . n, where n stands for the number of weeks. WFwi

is a random

variable that stands for the total number of fresh calls of week wi. Thus,

βdi
can be interpreted as the proportion of calls on weekday di than in

the whole week. A key assumption of this multiplicative model is that

βdi
does not depend on the week number. Such a multiplicative model

has been applied in several call center forecasting models (see Brown,

Gans, Mandelbaum, Sakov, Shen, Zeltyn, & Zhao, 2005; Gans et al.,

2009; Weinberg, Brown, & Stroud, 2007). Therefore, our estimation

model changes to

(p̂, q̂, β̂di
) = argmin

0≤p,q,βdi
<1

∑N
i=1 |(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci − WF ′

wi
· βdi

|
∑N

i=1

(
(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci

)

s.t.

5∑

j=1

βj = 1,

WF ′
wi

= WAwi
(1 − p)+ WCwi

(1 − q), wi = 1, 2, . . . n, (6)

where WF′
wi

is the estimated number of fresh calls in week wi, WAwi

and WCwi
are the total number of abandoned calls and total number

of connected calls in week wi, respectively. Since Ai and Ci are given

observations, we can easily obtain their aggregated weekly volumes

WAwi
and WCwi

. The intuition behind model (6) is that the daily fresh

call volume is proportional to the weekly total fresh call volume. Once

we have (p̂, q̂, β̂di
), F̂i can be obtained via

F̂i = (
WAwi

(1 − p̂)+ WCwi
(1 − q̂)

) · β̂di
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Similar to the approach we took for solving (5), we assume q = q∗,

and we solve (6) on a grid of p. Assuming q = q∗, and for a given

value of p, problem (6) is a quantile regression problem with a linear

constraint, which is equivalent to a linear programming (LP) problem.

The corresponding LP problem of model (6) can be written as

min
βdi

,Z+
i

,Z−
i

N∑

i=1

(
Z+

i
+ Z−

i

)

s.t.

N∑

i=1

βdi
= 1,

Z+
i

− Z−
i

= (1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci − WF ′
wi

· βdi∑N
i=1

(
(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci

) , i = 1, . . . , N,

WF ′
wi

= WAwi
(1 − p)+ WCwi

(1 − q), i = 1, . . . , N,

0 ≤ p, q, β ≤ 1

Z+
i
, Z−

i
≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (7)

In fact, problems (6) and (7) are equivalent (see Charnes, Cooper, &

Ferguson, 1955). We now give the idea the proof, the equivalence of

(6) and (7) holds if

Z+
i

+ Z−
i

= |(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci − WF ′
wi

· βdi
|

∑N
i=1

(
(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q)Ci

) , i = 1, . . . , N,

and it is suffice to show that at least one of the values Z+
i

and Z−
i

is

zero in the optimal solution; otherwise, assume Z+
i

and Z−
i

are both
on-zero, then one could find a solution which has a smaller objective

alue by substracting min{Z+
i

, Z−
i
} from Z+

i
and Z−

i
.

Assuming q = q∗, we show the following algorithm to numerically

btain
(
p̂, F̂

)
.

lgorithm 2.

Step 0: Let p = 0, WAPE = 1, and let the grid size to be ξ .

Step 1: Calculate Li = (1 − p)Ai + (1 − q∗)Ci, for all i = 1, . . . , N, and

WFwi
= (1 − p)WAwi

+ (1 − q∗)WCwi
, for all wi = 1, . . . , n.

Step 2: Solve LP problem (7) for given p and q = q∗.

Step 3: Let a be the objective value to the optimal solution, and

bdi
be the optimal value for decision variable βdi

, i = 1,

2, . . . , N.

Step 4: If a < WAPE, then WAPE = a, p̂ = p, F̂i = WFwi
· bdi

, for all

i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Step 5: If p � 1, then stop; else, p = p + ξ , go to step 1.

In this paper, we use linp function in package limSolve in R to solve

he LP problem in Step 2. When choose how large ξ is, one should

ear in mind that when the grid size ξ is big, the precision will be

ow; when ξ decreases, the computation time will increase. In this

aper, we set the grid size to be 0.01, and for such a grid size, the

omputation time is small even for N = 500, i.e., less than 2 minutes.

.3. Validation using simulation

In this subsection, we test our estimation model (5) in the data sets

enerated by discrete-event simulation. The data generation proce-

ure is the same as described in Section 2. Once the data have been

enerated, we use the model (5) for the estimation, then the estimated

alues are compared with simulation inputs.

Five different parameter settings are tested. These parameters are

hown in Table 2, where F∗ is the fresh arrival rate per minute. For

ach parameter setting, we also validate our estimation model for

ifferent number of days, namely for N = 20, N = 50 and N = 100. For a

iven sample size, the estimators are themselves random variables. To

nderstand the bias and the variability of the estimators, we replicate

uch simulation-estimation procedure fifty times, and then calculate

he sample mean and standard deviation of the estimated values. Note

hat larger numbers of replications lead to more accurate estimations

or the means and quantiles, but it will be more computationally

xpensive.

We used Algorithm 1 to calculate the estimated values. The sample

ean, standard deviation, 5 percent and 95 percent quantile of the

stimated values are shown in Table 3.

In Table 3, the estimations for p∗ and F∗ are denoted as p̂|q∗ and
ˆ|q∗, respectively, and the notation “|q∗” stands for the fact that it is

n estimator given q = q∗. Furthermore, we let SD to be the sample

tandard deviation of the estimators, and Qα,p̂ and Qα,F̂
stand for the

ample α quantile (α = 0.05 or 0.95) of the estimator p̂|q∗ and F̂|q∗,
espectively. One can see from Table 3 that the differences between(

p̂|q∗) and the p∗ is less than 0.03, even for the relatively small

ample size such as N = 20.

Furthermore, one could see from Table 3 that F̂ is a biased estima-

or, which under-estimates F∗. Here we describe the reason of this bias

nd argue that it is relatively small compare F∗. The source of the bias

ainly rooted from the fact that the median of F would minimize the
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Table 3

Estimation results.

Example N E
(
p̂|q∗) SD

(
p̂|q∗) (Q0.05,p̂, Q0.95,p̂) E

(
F̂|q∗) SD

(
F̂|q∗) (Q0.05,F̂ , Q0.95,F̂)

20 0.505 0.027 (0.464, 0.547) 9.960 0.096 (9.810, 10.110)

1 50 0.502 0.010 (0.485, 0.516) 9.969 0.039 (9.913, 10.032)

100 0.501 0.006 (0.493, 0.510) 9.971 0.021 (9.937, 10.000)

20 0.500 0.012 (0.480, 0.519) 9.990 0.049 (9.920, 10.058)

2 50 0.501 0.009 (0.488, 0.514) 9.987 0.032 (9.936, 10.033)

100 0.501 0.005 (0.491, 0.508) 9.992 0.021 (9.961, 10.026)

20 0.522 0.043 (0.457, 0.595) 3.942 0.070 (3.829, 4.052)

3 50 0.512 0.016 (0.482, 0.536) 3.958 0.028 (3.920, 4.015)

100 0.506 0.010 (0.491, 0.523) 3.969 0.017 (3.946, 3.999)

20 0.710 0.022 (0.670, 0.744) 3.930 0.080 (3.809, 4.069)

4 50 0.702 0.009 (0.688, 0.719) 3.958 0.036 (3.898, 4.018)

100 0.702 0.006 (0.693, 0.710) 3.956 0.017 (3.935, 3.983)

20 0.708 0.042 (0.642, 0.771) 3.990 0.039 (3.937, 4.066)

5 50 0.701 0.014 (0.680, 0.718) 3.996 0.016 (3.971, 4.018)

100 0.702 0.009 (0.687, 0.715) 3.996 0.011 (3.980, 4.013)

Fig. 3. Values of WAPE on the grid of p and q for simulated data example 1, with the red points standing for (p∗ , q∗).
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APE, while F∗ is the mean of F. In the case that F is a Poisson random

ariable, the difference between its mean and median is not zero, but

ome small values that bounded by 1 (Chen & Rubin, 1986). However,

ince the estimation method uses daily aggregated volumes, the bias

s relatively small comparing to F∗, as one can confirm this in the re-

ults of all examples in Table 3. To illustrate the relation between p,

and the WAPE, we plot the minimum WAPE on a grid of p and q in

ig. 3. One can see that the true parameters p∗ and q∗ is on the line

here the minimum WAPE is attained. Other simulation examples

not shown here) gave similar graphs as in Fig. 3. This figure confirms

hat when q = q∗, the minimum WAPE leads to the accurate estima-

ion for p. Moreover, this figure also shows how sensitive p̂ is with

espect to the choice of q. For example, if one would make a calcula-

ion error of ε for q∗, then in this example, the estimation error for p

ould be ε · 5/8, since the slope of the line with minimum WAPE is

/8 and our estimated point can only be one of the points in this line.

Note that in the simulation, we take B, H, �RC and �RD to be expo-

entially distributed. However, since Ai and Ci are realizations which

an be obtained from the data, how B, H, �RC and �RD are distributed
ecomes irrelevant for estimation Model (5). We now explain the

eason. Assume for simplicity, there is only one fresh call during the

ay, and this call is connected. However, this customer would like

o reconnect today, and this reconnect is answered again. Whether

his customer calls back at 2 pm or 5 pm will not change the fact

hat there are two answered calls, one of them is a reconnect, and

= 1/2. Thus, as long as customers call back within the same day as

heir corresponding fresh calls, how large δRC is does not have any

nfluence on estimation results. Consequently, we can extend our es-

imation model to call centers where these variables have general

istributions.

.4. Validation using real data

In this section, we analyze real call center data to understand the

edial and reconnect behaviors as well as to validate our estimation

odel (7). The call center data is obtained from a call center com-

any called Vanad Laboratories in the Netherlands. The data set con-

ists of call arrival records to the municipality of Rotterdam in the
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Fig. 4. The histograms of realizations of �RD for Router A.
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Fig. 5. The histograms of realizations of �RC for Router B.
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abandonments or connected calls. A small fraction of the customers
Netherlands. The calls are recorded from 1st April 2012 to 29th

September 2012. There are in total 498508 call records during these

periods. On Sundays, the call center is closed. On Saturdays, the ar-

rival volume is quite low, i.e., 5508 total call records for 26 Saturdays.

Therefore, we may ignore the weekends call data, and focus only on

the weekdays. We also remove the weeks which consist of one or few

days of holidays. This leaves us with 22 weeks of data. Each call record

consists of seven attributes, i.e., call arrival date, arrival time, caller’s

phone number, router name, agent number, time that the call is an-

swered and the time that the call is hanged up. We assume that each

caller is identified by its phone number. Approximately 20 percent

of the caller’s phone numbers are unidentified, since some callers

set their phone number to be invisible by the call receivers. There

are eleven different types of routers that can be selected by a caller.

The selection of router is done by customers via Interactive Voice

Response (IVR) unit. After the customer has made the selection, his

call will be distributed by an Automatic Call Distributor (ACDs). Each
outer represents one or multiple types of questions that a customer

ay have. Among those eleven routers, there are four major routers,

hich consist of approximately 71 percent of all calls. Among those

our routers, we will focus our study on two specific routers which are

eferred to as routers A and B. The reasons that we choose these two

outers are the following; (i) other routers may represent multiple

ypes of questions, and customers who have different types of ques-

ions may have different redial and reconnect behaviors; (ii) some

outers have been merged or changed their names during the data

ollection periods.

For this data set, we have the caller-identity information, which

llows us to follow each customer and see whether he called back or

ot. In Figs. 4 and 5, we plot the histograms of realizations of �RD and

RC for router A. For router B, we obtain similar figures. We can see

hat both for redial and reconnect, most of the customers call back

n the same day as their fresh calls, and they call back shortly after
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Fig. 6. The plots of the total number of calls, fresh number of calls, redials plus reconnects for Router A.

Table 4

Descriptive statistics.

Router Total volume Fresh volume Redials Reconnects

A 41,624 36,515 2142 2967

B 28,526 23,782 1117 3627
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Table 5

Real redial and reconnect probabilities of each

weekday for Router A.

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

p∗ 0.52 0.52 0.46 0.49 0.43

q∗ 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.08

Table 6

Real redial and reconnect probabilities of each

weekday for Router B.

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

p∗ 0.42 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.39

q∗ 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.12

Table 7

Estimation results for both routers.

Router p∗ q∗ p̂|q∗ WAPEF

A 0.49 0.08 0.54 2.6 percent

B 0.40 0.14 0.49 3.0 percent

b

r

b

p

t

d

t

t

e

p

t

edial or reconnect one or two days later after the fresh call. There-

ore, in our model, it is sufficient to assume that the redials and the

econnects arrive in the same day as the fresh call, i.e., customer who

alls again one or more days later will be regarded as another fresh

all. Some descriptive statistics are shown in Table 4. The total num-

er, the fresh number and the redials and reconnects are plotted in

igs. 6 and 7. In these two graphs, the unidentified calls are removed.

In Figs. 6 and 7, one could still see high variability in the number of

resh calls in contrast to Fig. 2, where very little variability is observed

n the number of fresh calls. This is because besides the redials and

econnects, another source of variability in the total volumes in Figs. 6

nd 7 is the intraweek seasonality. In other words, one cannot use the

edials and reconnects to explain all the variabilities in real call center

ata, since intraweek seasonality is also a major cause of variability.

his observation would confirm the necessity to include seasonality

n the estimation model.

After removing the unidentified calls, RDi and RCi become obser-

ations in this data set with customer identity information, and we

se following formulas to calculate the actual redial and reconnect

robabilities,

∗ =
∑N

i=1 RDi∑N
i=1 Ai

, (8)

∗ =
∑N

i=1 RCi∑N
i=1 Ci

. (9)

e also calculate the probabilities p∗ and q∗ of each weekday and
how them in Tables 5 and 6. We see that the redial and reconnect p
ehaviors are quite significant, i.e., the reconnect probability can

each 15 percent. This further confirms the necessity of including

oth orbits in the queueing model. Furthermore, we see that both

robabilities are different, i.e., redial probability is usually larger than

he reconnect probability. Intuitively, this makes sense, since an aban-

oned customer has higher urge to call back than an answered cus-

omer. For different routers, redial probability has more fluctuations

han reconnect probability. However, within the same router for ev-

ry weekday both probabilities are stable, only except for the redial

robability for router A on Friday. Therefore, it is sufficient to have

wo parameters for all weekdays together for redial and reconnect

robabilities of each router.
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Fig. 7. The plots of the total number of calls, fresh number of calls, redials plus reconnects for Router B.

Fig. 8. Real number of fresh calls vs. estimated number of fresh calls for Router A.
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We apply Algorithm 2 to the Vanad Laboratories data set (with

grid size 0.01). The estimation results are shown in Table 7, where

WAPEF is used to measure the percentage difference between F̂i and

F∗
i
, and it is defined as

WAPEF :=
∑N

i=1 |F̂i − F∗
i
|

∑N
i=1 |F∗| ,
i

One can see from Table 7 that our estimation of redial probability

or router A is approximately 0.05 higher than the real redial proba-

ility, while for router B, our estimation is about 0.09 higher. For a call

enter with r = 20 percent, i.e., 20 percent of all calls are abandoned,

.09 error in redial probability would lead to less than 2 percent error

n estimating the number of fresh calls. For these two routers, which

ave much less abandonments than 20 percent, 0.09 would lead to
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Fig. 9. Real number of fresh calls vs. estimated number of fresh calls for Router B.

Fig. 10. Values of WAPE on the grid of p and q for Router A.

e
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ven less errors. Therefore, maximum of 0.09 error in our estimation

f redial probability is acceptable. Furthermore, the WAPEF for both

outers are quite small, which are both less than 3 percent. The real

resh calls and the estimated fresh calls are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9.
n both figures, our estimations F̂i are quite close to the real fresh

alls F∗
i

.

To understand the relation between p, q and the WAPE, we plotted

he minimum WAPE on a grid of p and q in Figs. 10 and 11. One can
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Fig. 11. Values of WAPE on the grid of p and q for Router B.

Fig. 12. Squared errors of the WAPE estimator (star symbol in blue) vs. those of the

OLS estimator (triangle symbol in red) Router A. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. Squared errors of the WAPE estimator (star symbol in blue) vs. those of the

OLS estimator (triangle symbol in red) Router B. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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see that the true parameters p∗ and q∗ is close to the region where the

minimum WAPE is attained. This also suggests that once we know q∗,

the minimum WAPE will lead us to a close estimation for p.

3.5. Minimizing WAPE vs. minimizing squared errors

In this subsection, we compare the estimator that minimizes

WAPE with the ordinary least squared (OLS) estimator. The WAPE

or the absolute errors are more robust against outliers comparing to

the squared errors (Narula, Saldiva, Andre, Elian, Ferreira, & Capelozzi,

1999). We now empirically validate this claim with our data.

Given q∗, the OLS estimator can be obtained by

(p̂(OLS), β̂(OLS)
di

) = argmin
0≤p,βdi

<1

N∑

i=1

(
(1 − p)Ai + (1 − q∗)Ci − WF ′

wi
· βdi

)2
.t.

N∑

i=1

βdi
= 1,

F ′
wi

= WAwi
(1 − p)+ WCwi

(1 − q∗), wi = 1, 2, . . . n. (10)

inimization problem (10) is a standard regression problem with

inear constraints.

The fitted squared errors for routers A and B are plotted in

igs. 12 and 13. Based on these two figures, we can clearly visual-

ze some outliers. These outliers are not holidays or being caused by

ny special events, thus, one could not identify them in advance. To

alidate the sensitivity of the OLS estimator with respect to outliers,

e removed the whole week data for weeks that contain one or more

ays of outliers. The WAPE estimator and the OLS estimator based

n data with and without outliers are shown in Tables 8 and 9. The
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Table 8

Comparing different estimators for Router A.

With outliers Without outliers

p̂ 0.54 0.57

p̂(OLS) 0.70 0.44

Table 9

Comparing different estimators for Router B.

With outliers Without outliers

p̂ 0.49 0.52

p̂(OLS) 0.81 0.58
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esults show that with the outliers, the OLS estimator leads to larger

stimation errors for both routers comparing to those for the WAPE

stimator; while without the outliers, OLS estimator results in much

ore accurate estimation. For instance, we see in Table 9 that even a

ingle outlier can lead to a very different estimation result for the OLS

stimator. On the other hand, it can be seen that the WAPE estimator

s much less sensitive to those outliers, in the sense that both with

nd without outliers, the WAPE estimator leads to accurate estima-

ions. In call centers, the call volume is influenced by a lot of effects,

ome of which can be easily identified by date, such as holiday effects.

owever, not all outliers are easily identifiable in call center data. For

xample, in day 47 of Fig. 12, it is difficult to judge whether this

ay is an outlier or not. Therefore, for the advantage of being more

obust against outliers, we prefer the WAPE estimator to the OLS

stimator.

. Conclusion and further research

In this paper, we propose a queueing model of call centers with

edials and reconnects. We use simulation results as well as real data

nalysis results to show that both features are significant and should

ot be ignored. We claim that it is more convenient to let the fresh

olume to represent the demand in call center in the sense that it does

ot depend on future operational decisions and other parameters such

s customer patience and service durations. Simulations show that if

ne does not distinguish between the total volume and the fresh

olume, and uses the total volume to make operational decisions, it

ould lead to unnecessary costs. Thus, knowing the fresh volume is

mportant for call centers. However, direct calculation of the number

f fresh calls is difficult in some call centers, since customer identity

nformation is not available in their data. In our model, we try to

stimate the redial probability, reconnect probability and the fresh

alls simultaneously in call center data without customer identity

nformation by solving a minimization problem. However, we show

hat these three parameters cannot be estimated simultaneously. It

s empirically shown that in order to have an accurate estimation,

ne variable needs to be given. We propose a polling method in call

enters to calculate the reconnect probability. Once the reconnect

robability is given, we show via simulation examples that the other

wo variables can be estimated. We also validate our model via two

eal call center data sets. Our estimation of the redial probabilities for

oth data sets are close to the actual redial probabilities, with errors

f less than 0.09. Furthermore, our estimation of the number of fresh

alls are very close to the real number of fresh calls, with WAPEF less

han 3 percent.

In addition to help call center managers to estimate the fresh vol-

mes of the call centers, this paper also addresses the reconnect cus-

omer behavior in call centers. In the data set of Vanad Laboratories,

e find out that the number of reconnects is significant. Neglecting

t will lead to inaccurate prediction of the call volumes, which will
ause inaccurate staffing. Inspired by these findings in this paper, we

ropose the following topics for further research:

(a) For a call center manager, it would be interesting to know what

are the consequences of neglecting reconnects in terms of costs

or service levels;

(b) In order to make the right staffing decisions, it would be useful

to evaluate the service levels of a call center with consideration

of the reconnect behaviors;

(c) The redial and reconnect behaviors will introduce intraday cor-

relation to the call center data. For example, if a manager saw

a busy morning, he would expect a busy afternoon, since some

“morning customers” will redial or reconnect in the afternoon.

This raises an interesting question: how should the manager

update the agents’ schedules dynamically when morning real-

izations are available?
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